CASE STUDY
A leading CDH solution provider strengthens benefit account

administration and enhances consumer-driven healthcare with
Deevita's data integration solution.

The market leader in healthcare and benefit payment solutions is reducing the time to process claims and
enrolments with Deevita's data integration solution.

CHALLENGE
Integrate data from 3rd party systems into the client’s CDH platform without changing the core
platform or introducing too much customization.

SOLUTION
Offer extensible and scalable solutions that handle various data transformation needs,
allowing standardization of common activities and providing flexibility to customize data
transformation.
PLATFORM
Provide a data processing solution to integrate data from multiple benefit administrators during the claims
and enrolment procedures. Push/pull information to/from different sources/destinations, provide
customized security layers and data processing.
The solution provides timely alerts on processing status, load balancing feature for increased
processing requirements, and in-built failover mechanism. While processing 1 enrolment file per day,
the solution can process up to 3790 claim & enrolment files per day, with added condition-based
transformations.

RESULTS
Process 2 lakh records in under 10 seconds and rise as a game changer for the client's
CDH journey.
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CASE STUDY
The client now provides a seamless consumer healthcare

experience with robust and fast data integration from Deevita.
The client offers the industry’s most comprehensive platform

The market leader in healthcare and

for the administration of healthcare benefit accounts. The

benefit payment solutions is reducing the

company has partnered with Deevita to integrate data from

time to process claims and enrolments

different types of benefit systems in a rapidly changing

with Deevita's data integration solution.

marketplace.
Deevita’s data integration solution enables the client to align
with the expectations of benefit administrators, tailored to the
requirements of today's healthcare industry. The faster
preprocessing has had a positive impact on the client’s CDH
solutions and customer relationships.

ABOUT DEEVITA
Deevita offers cutting-edge technology
services and solutions to businesses in the
healthcare industry to help them succeed
in value-based care.
The company designs and develops data
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systems including transactional systems,

an integral part of our development effort. Technical
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and Analytical solutions, with a mission to

made Deevita instrumental in our success.”

empower healthcare businesses.

- CTO, Provider of a leading Benefit Funding Platform

Deevita provides a fast and flexible data integration solution to
process and transform healthcare records from multiple
sources. The solution cuts down the customer onboarding
time and facilitates agile data extraction. Benefit administrators’ satisfaction has increased with seamless movement of
health benefits data.
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